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THE WOODRACK

The meeting was brought to order @ 7:05. Bob Urso was our host for
the evening. Mike Daum was not present. Bob welcomed the members
and mentioned our speaker for the evening was Jim Brown.

No new members were present.

Mike Luciano addressed the membership regarding Charitable
Donations. He mentioned that only 6 members donated to The
Morgan Center fundraiser which runs at the end of  March.

The Toys for Tots program is run throughout the year culminating in
December, with donations going to the U.S. Marines.

Mike introduced Adam Fischer. Mike and Adam requested the mem-
bership to get involved in creating a “Comfort Bird”. The Comfort
Bird would go to help individuals connected to the Mather Hospital
Breast Cancer Center. These birds, are carved by members and distrib-
uted to people suffering from this disease. The birds are not finished
with any oil, lacquer etc. The person would hold and rub the bird. Their
natural oils would provide the finish. Flyers were handed out to the
membership, and all were urged to participate. The “Comfort Birds”
will be distributed to the Charity at the end of  October.

Show and Tell:  Rich Macrae spoke of  his Small Side Table, which
earned him a first place finish at the Northeast Woodworkers
Showcase. Rich described the effort in building his table.

Congratulations to Rich, Great job!!!!

Adam Fischer mentioned his friend Steve was selling his Woodworking
equipment. If  interested see Adam.

Next Month’s Meeting will be presented by Brian Mc Knight and Mark
Oriano.

The topic will be the “Dowel Max Jig”

Raffle Winners for April were:

Frank Petro

Barry Saltzberg

Joe Bottigliere

SIGS were represented by its members. Refer to website for times and
meeting places.
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Our presenter for the evening was Jim Brown. Jim’s topic was “Utilizing Shop Space & Tool Storage.

The presentation consisted of  many slides of  Jim’s workshop. Jim focused on 4 areas.

Tools and Machinery- (Need electric)

Bench/Workplace

Lighting

Dust Collection

Jim mentioned the importance of  shop wiring. Outlet placement and Sub-Panel are most important. Plan
your layout and provide easy access to outlets for ease of  tool movement and usage. He spoke of  maximizing the
shop space to allow sufficient room to maneuver your stock easily and safely.

LED lighting is used primarily in Jim’s shop. He mentioned Costco is selling the “Fluorescent style” fixtures
with LED Bulbs to replace your existing “not so energy efficient” fluorescent fixtures. 

An area of  most importance is Dust Collection. Jim had many slides showing his dust collection system. His
was stored in a closet, along with recycled denim bats, to reduce noise. He mentioned his use of  straight PVC for
dust collection, rather than flexible. He had also installed an overhead air filtration system to catch airborne parti-
cles.

Jim highlighted many of  the Jigs and fixtures he created for multiple projects and ease of  work. (I.e. out feed
table, Band saw extension, etc.) He mentioned he owns a Saw Stop thigh switch, and urged everyone to get one. It
is very convenient and definitely worth having.

Jim addressed storage of  equipment, by maximizing space under cabinets.

Throughout the evening, Jim answered question from the members on all aspects of  his presentation. A special
thank you to Jim Brown, for taking the time to share his knowledge with the membership.

Our June Meeting is on Wednesday, June 3rd. Once again, we will be celebrating with our LIW Picnic. The cost per
person is $5.00. Children under 12, are free. We encourage all members to participate and bring your spouse and
family. Special thanks to Steve Costello and Ray Bohm for chairing this year’s picnic.

ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE IS A SHEET OF COMFORT BIRD PATTERNS.
PLEASE NOTE THAT WHILE THEY WERE SCANNED AT FULL SIZE, THEY

WERE REDUCED TO 92% OF FULL SIZE TO FIT ON THE PAGE. PLEASE

MAKE ALL ADJUSTMENTS NECESSARY TO MAKE THEM.
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BURN BARREL BOB SCHENDORF

The Pro Woodworker’s Inferno, Rings One Through Six (including six A) 

So there I was, in bed, just minding my own business enjoying a well deserved rest. 

“Robert” the voice called out, only this time there was something sinister about it. 

“Is that You?” I answered trying to open my eyes. The smell of  charred MDF filled the room. My head full of  dis-
belief, I turned to my left to see if  my wife was catching this, but I couldn’t tell if  I was looking at her or a pile of
pillows. “Oh yeah,” I said to myself, “I said something stupid to her at dinner tonight that really pissed her off, so
she’s probably sleeping on the couch...again!” 

“No, I am not the Creator, but in essence, it is you that has created me.” 

Really? We’re going to do riddles in the middle of  the night? 

The only light in the room were the illuminated numbers from the cable box and who ever my visitor was, he was
blocking them so I couldn’t see what time it was. 

“Where’s that damned dog I spent so much money on to protect me?” 

“Guesssss” the visitor hissed back. 

“Oh, of  course, snuggled up on the couch with the person who feeds her.” Honestly, given the option that would
have been my choice as well. I could sense the visitor nodding, I imagined he had a sarcastic grin on his face. 

“Well then who are you?” I asked with annoyance in my voice. It occurred to me suddenly that there has been a
whole lot of  action in my bedroom as of  late, and it was not the kind I was hoping for. 

“I am the result of  every instance you failed to account for wood movement. I am the result of  not measuring twice.
It is I who exists due to every short cut you’ve tried to take, for every step you’ve skipped, for every time you have
said; ‘Looks good from my house!’ I exist because your mind wanders when speaking to clients, because you fail to
take good notes, because you are not organized” 

“Wait! The attitude is right, but she doesn’t speak a lick of  English, so you aint my mother in law!” Process of  elim-
ination right? 

He continued unfazed, “Because you don’t keep good records, and your book keeping is a sin. I exist for the busi-
ness deals you have made that you know you should have had a lawyer review, but you trusted…. And you were
cheap. I walk the Earth due to your lack of  supervision of  your employees, and your failure to double check their
work. For every unreturned phone call and lead that was never followed.” 

Finally it clicked and I got all Charlton Hesston on him. “Demon, thy name is ‘Call Back’ and I cast you out, back
to the fiery Hell from whence you came!” 

“Finally!” he said as his voice suddenly took on the inflection of  a “Bowery Boy”. 

“I hate talking like that, it makes my troat hurt. Listen, I’m gonna go get a glass of  water, you want anything from
the kitchen?” 

“Uh, no, no thank you.” I stammered. And sure enough, he shuffled out to the kitchen. I could hear a cabinet door
open and close, and the faucet run. In a moment he was back and actually sat on the foot of  my bed. 

“You don’t mind do ya? My dogs are killing me. You guys over there keep me going constantly it seems.” 
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“Uh, no not at all, I guess.” Was the only response I could muster. 

“Jeez Louise! You do have a gift for missing the obvious! And it don’t work like that. That ‘Fiery Hell from whence
I came’ is actually located right in your very own shop!” Oh, that hurt. “So yeah, I’m the ghost or demon if  you’d
prefer, whose 

name is ‘Call Back’. And I am here because of  every foul up youse guys do over there. Sometimes I gotta ask myself
‘what are these guys thinking?’” 

Our newly spawned relationship was now mature enough for me to get defensive. A posture that I have been hav-
ing to take too much lately. “Listen guy, this winter was one like I’ve never seen before. It was long, cold and arid.
And folks had the heat running constantly. Everything, and I mean everything, interior- exterior, anything made of
wood shrank like crazy this year! And yes, it seems that everything my guys have touched in the last six months has
turned to crap. They know what they’re doing, I trust them. I want them to love their jobs and bring their creative
best when they come in, but their screw ups aren’t my fault….” 

“Bob, Bob, Bob,” he interrupted shaking his head, which I could now see was covered with a whole lot of  dark,
slicked back hair. “I’m gonna ask you one question. Whose name is on the check that the client gives you?” 

“Mine.” I answered sullenly. 

“Bingo!” he said. 

“I hate you” 

“Yeah and up yours too pal! But all of  this lovey dovey banter aint gonna get us anywhere. We gotta address the
issues at hand.” 

“Ok” I said, with a note of  surrender in my voice. “How does this work? I’m going to be visited by two more ghosts
tonight, right?” 

“Dickens!” He barked. 

“What did you call me? “ I asked as I clenched my fist. 

“ No you boob! Dickens, as in Charles or as he now likes to be known; Chuck. I get that a lot. This aint no Charles
Dickens novel, this is real life! It’s a real business!” 

“ So how do you enlighten me and show me the errors of  my ways?” I inquired. 

“ I aint in the enlightenment business, nor am I in the custom furniture business. I’m in the ‘spook ‘em into chang-
ing their ways’ business. You do all the heavy lifting pal, not me!” My new friend was painfully honest as he contin-
ued, “ I mean, I gotta say, what the Hell were you thinking when you opened this place? Did it ever occur to you to
maybe get some experience before you open a business? I mean, don’t get me wrong, and I hate to kick a guy when
he’s down, and let alone in bed, come to think of  it I feel uncomfortable doing anything to a guy in bed, but you
guys do make some beautiful stuff, and get a fair price for your work, and then badda bing badda boom ! Call back
city, over stupid stuff  and now you can kiss your paycheck, never mind profit, goodbye! I mean, you’re a nice guy
and all, and you do stand behind your work, but sometimes by the time you make the client happy, you’ve lost them.
You have a habit of  taking the long way to customer satisfaction. “ 

“ I get it, I get it “ I said, now in full surrender “ I need to step up my game and take full responsibility for every-
thing that goes out the door. And get it out in a timely fashion. I need to pick my self  up and keep moving forward
“ 

“Atta boy!” He said as he stood up an affectionately slapped me on the shin” Now we’re getting some where! Maybe
I aint a demon after all! Maybe I’m actually a guardian angel! Now those guys got the life! All the glory and none of
the stress!Aint that the way?” And with that, he turned and walked out, the scent of  burnt MDF replaced by the
smell of  leather from the jacket I could tell he was wearing from the noise it made as he left. 

“Yes, yes” I said to my self  as I put my head back to the pillow “ Tomorrow is another day, and I am going to make
it mine! Things will be different!” And I drifted off, dreaming/ wishing that I was my dog, snuggling up with my
wife on the couch. 
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LICFM BEN NAWRATH

Bob called the meeting to order around 7:15 by pointing out that, according to the official roster, we are the
biggest SIG! We all congratulated Rich Macrae on his win at the Saratoga show.

At the general meeting, we were all reminded that we are a charitable organization, so to help that as a SIG, we may
start with a Saturday workshop to make a few coffee tables to donate, details TBD. 

There will be a Saturday sharpening workshop May 9th at 9am at Bob and Harry’s shop. Bring your own blades and
your favorite method or sharpening. 

Joe P, Jim C, and Bob himself  won the raffles. We came close to a mutiny… 

Show and tell: Nate showed his plywood cutting setup with a track saw he uses to break down full sheets to be more
manageable. He also showed some spindles he made with some funky spirals. 

Steve Price showed the finished box he repaired for a friend that he showed in progress previously. He also made a
drill index out of  those free plastic drill size gauges you get in the mail. 

Roger showed his new router lift and invited everyone to take a look after the meeting. 

Jim H. showed a table with curved lines he made free hand using mainly his band saw. He wanted to make some-
thing not square!  We may be seeing more of  this table in a future meeting… 

Charlie M showed some ball and claw legs he’s working on. 

Charlie also spoke about using shellac. It’s easy to repair and fairly resistant to water and even alcohol if  it’s cleaned
quickly. Let anything sit overnight on any finish and you’ll have problems. The difference between dewaxed  shellac
and regular is that it’s harder and more resistant to damage. 

Jim Brown gave the main presentation about tenons. He started by making a quick mortise with his router to have
something to fit a tenon to. There are many ways to cut tenons. By hand with a saw, a router and jigs, use your dado
stack and miter gauge to nibble on the table saw, nibble with a regular blade, etc. But sometimes the tenon is offset,
or you have to make a bunch of  them, so that’s not practical. There are also tenon jigs for the table saw that hold
the work piece vertically which Jim uses in conjunction with two blades of  his dado stack spaced out by thick wash-
ers to cut the two sides of  his tenon at once. When setting up for shoulder cuts on the table saw, he uses a small
piece of  scrap and makes single cuts at the tip of  the tenon to set blade height. Since the piece is smaller than the
mortise, you only have to make two cuts for a test fit. He also uses his band saw with shoulder cuts on the table saw.

With any method, it is important to sneak up on your tenon thickness so you always get a snug fit. It’s also impor-
tant not to violate the shoulder which could affect the fit and appearance of  your part. When making your final
adjustments, you can use any number of  planes and chisels, but a router plane lets you take the same amount off
both sides of  your tenon keeping it centered on your work piece, and prevents it from becoming tapered! 
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TURNER’S GUILD MIKE JOSIAH

The April turners meeting started at 7 PM led by President Steve Fulgoni

The AAW Symposium will be in Pittsburgh this year June 25th - 28th Hotel rooms at the discounted rate are book-
ing fast so if  your thinking of  going book your room soon! Its estimated that most registered turners in the US live
within 600 miles of  Pittsburgh this will be a huge show!

The Chapter Challenge has been resurrected and is now in effect! Its now your choice on what to bring in. Details
were listed in the March Newsletter

Marty have a handout on safety and noted its now a club law that all club demonstrators must wear protection. 

Tonigh’ts topic is on Muddlers presented by John Kowalchuk

Muddlers are used for some specialty drinks to crush fruit and/or leaves in a cocktail glass. (Mojito, Caiparinha etc)

The wood used should be dry and have straight close grain. Laminated blanks are fine John recommends using con-
trast8ing wood for best effect.

Start off  with a blank size of  roughly 2.5” x 12”  Round off  the blank to max size of  1.75” (plus a tiny bit more for
returning once placed in the chuck) , turn a tenon on one end for the chuck. 

Place the blank in the chuck, tighten and make sure the blank is still round.

For spindle turning always turn “Downhill” so that the wood fibers are supported as you cut. (Better finish)

John draws his designs out on paper first and then transfers the design to the wood. Use a parting tool to set the
depth of  each cut at all the marks. Use a caliper set to the width on your drawing and cut each point to the desired
depth.

John likes to use a skew to cutting the blank down to the marks. Tapering the blank from the outer edge towards the
head stock.

Using the Skew, spindle gouge cut the beads and coves as per your design to the depth that was pre cut with the part-
ing tool.

Sand and part off. Be carefully sanding around fine details like beads or you will loose the sharpness of  the cut. You
can being it back with a skew by slightly undercutting the bead.

Part the Muddler off.

For a finish John recommends an oil and wax finish.

Almost any type of  wood can be used as long as the grain is tight and runs straight. For woods not to use, some
people are allergic to Cocobollo, and various rosewoods. The safety handout that Marty presented tonight has a wood
toxicity chart in it.

Muddlers come in all shapes and sizes. Google them and you’ll see... Enjoy have fun and experiment!

See you all next Month!
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LISA                                                        JOSEPH REARDON

The APRIL 2015 meeting of  the Long Island Scrollsaw Association was called to order by Charlie Felsen. 

TOPIC: MOTHERS’ DAY FLOWERS, Championed by Jean Piotrowski, who provided the inspiration, paint,
brushes and other materials.  Thanks Jean.

LISA MEMBERS SCROLLED, ASSEMBLED AND PAINTED MOTHERS’ DAY FLOWERS FOR THREE
NURSING HOMES.

The Chapter Challenge for April was Nautical Themed Projects.

MAY Meeting: 

TOPIC: INTARSIA.  Bob Carpantier will make a “how-to” presentation on the ancient art on Intarsia. Bob will
bring various patterns and will discuss the process of  moving from the pattern to the finished piece, including wood
selection, cutting, assembly and finishing.  

CHAPTER CHALLENGE: Bird Houses and Yard Art

As a note, the Scrollers meet in the Brush Barn on the third Thursday of  each month.  The May Meeting will take
place on May 21st.  
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Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

L.I.  School of  Classical  Woodcarving & Woodworking Schedule for 2007 visit;
http:// homepage.mac.com/walterc530/

8/4 Cherry S2S $5.15 / bf
5/4 Cherry S2S $4.25 / bf
8/4 Poplar $2.30 / bf
8/4 Ambrosia Maple $2.45 / bf    
All Jorgensen and Pony Clamps 20% off
All Woodpecker Product 15% off
All specials are for in stock items.
This special is for March 2015 only for the LIWA Members
Urban Specialty Woods  257 Broadway Huntington Station*, NY 11746 631-903-5944
*(Editors Note): Do not confuse this address with Huntington, which also has a 257
Broadway, but it’s a house. 

I have to sell my shop; all the tools. They are currently in storage in Garden City, and need help
cataloging and sorting it. That also gives you first crack at buying them. Among the tools are a 3
HP Saw Stop; a dust collection syyste;, Sears drill press; Lie Nielsen bencg; 2 speed Delta planer;
6” Powermatic jointer; 14” bandsaw; dust collection system; Festool vacuum; router table; air com-
pressor; drills, hand tools etc.

Harry Aristodou  516-306-4780  aristidouhc@msn.com

T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e


